TPCI Virtual Buyer-Seller Meetings (BSMs) from 25th September to 2nd October 2020

Trade Promotion Council of India (TPCI), an apex trade and investment promotion supported by the Department of Commerce, Government of India is planning to organize Virtual Buyer-Seller Meetings exclusively for the Manufacturers/Processors from Tanzania who wish to source the latest Food Processing Machinery and Technology from India. A list of Virtual BSMs is attached at Annexure-I.

Interested manufacturers/processors in Tanzania may like to take advantage of this opportunity and participate in the virtual meetings as per dates and time mentioned in the attached Annexure-I from the comforts of their own offices/homes.

For further details, you may contact directly Mr. Vinod Kumar, Email: internationaldivision@tpci.in, Mobile:0091-8448107830, Website: www.tpci.in under intimation to Indian High Commission at comm.hcitz@gmail.com; comm.desalaam@mea.gov.in.